
B5 S4 CoilPack Harness Installation Guide

Coilpack Harness installed on engine. Zipties can be 

used to help keep everything secure and tidy to your 

preference. We recommend tucking/ziptieing the 

oem pieces away. Cut your oem harness at your own 

risk!

Attach Engine Bay Ground to one of two spots 

indicated in photo. Make sure surface is clean of any 

paint or powdercoat. Do the same on the opposite 

side. 

Attach FireWall Ground to the spot indicated in photo. 

Gently push/pull ECU pins through small nipple/hole 

indicated in picture. You may need to feed them 

through one at a time as to not damage the pins. You 

can then tuck the ECU harness in between the main 

harness and second boot as indicated by the red circle 

(or wherever you prefer). 
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Pull out the pins, there will be two plastic strips of 

them. They are all numbered via a number at each 

end of the strip, ex. 82-89. 

Now let's get to the fun bit. The below picture indicates some tools that may be helpful. Bobby pins with 

the rubber tips removed can be super helpful in place of some of the other items pictured. 

The items circled are the two pieces in the ECU we will be working with. 

For the Black Connector, remove the top by pulling up/using a pick to release. Then use a pick or bobby 

pin to pull out the pink piece. 
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To release the lock on the T10AR, use a pick to slide 

the t-shaped pink piece forward via the openings on 

the side. This one is tricky, be patient.

To remove the pin, use two picks or bobby pins and 

slide them into the opening as indicated in the photo. 

Press your picks inward against the pin as you slide 

them down. Gently tug the pin to release it, if it won't 

come out try again with your picks until it does. 

Replace with the new power wire. Don't forget to tug 

test!

Make sure once all the pins are replaced you close everything up properly by making sure all the pink 

lock pieces are back in place. The black top should fit back onto the ECU pins and you can ziptie or use 

harness tape to tuck the oem pins safely away.

Your harness should now be installed and ready to go! Thank you for your support and enjoy your new 

harness!

Locate the numbers that match the coilpack pins and remove them. To do this, use a knife or razor, push 

the tab at the top in and then gently pull the pin down. If it won't come out, try to push the tab in again. 

Replace the OEM pin with the new one. Make sure the new pin is locked in by gently performing a tug 

test. 
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